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Highlights: 

 A remote garment fit evaluation model using machine-learning technique is 

proposed to estimate garment fit without any real try-on.  

 Digital clothing pressures, generated from a 3D garment CAD software, were taken 

into account during the remote garment fit evaluation. 

 Our proposed model has significance in garment e-shopping 
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Abstract:  

Presently, garment fit evaluation mainly focuses on real try-on, and rarely deals with 

virtual try-on. With the rapid development of E-commerce, there is a profound growth 

of garment purchases through the internet. In this context, fit evaluation of virtual 

garment try-on is vital in the clothing industry. In this paper, we propose a Naive 

Bayes-based model to evaluate garment fit. The inputs of the proposed model are 

digital clothing pressures of different body parts, generated from a 3D garment CAD 

software; while the output is the predicted result of garment fit (fit or unfit). To 

construct and train the proposed model, data on digital clothing pressures and garment 

real fit was collected for input and output learning data respectively. By learning from 

these data, our proposed model can predict garment fit rapidly and automatically 

without any real try-on; therefore, it can be applied to remote garment fit evaluation in 

the context of e-shopping. Finally, the effectiveness of our proposed method was 

validated using a set of test samples. Test results showed that digital clothing pressure 

is a better index than ease allowance to evaluate garment fit, and machine 

learning-based garment fit evaluation methods have higher prediction accuracies.  

Keywords:  

digital clothing pressure, support vector machines, Naive Bayes, active learning, ease 

allowance, real try-on  

1. Introduction 

Today garment e-shopping has become more prominent worldwide [1]. However, 

an important technical barrier that garments displayed online cannot be physically 

evaluated for fitting effects on a specific consumer [2]. Thus, virtual try-on 

technology was developed to evaluate garment fit [2, 3], finding wide application in 

the clothing industry in the last ten years. A number of virtual try-on programs, such 

as Clo 3D, Lectra 3D Prototype, OptiTex and V-Stitcher 3D, are available on the 
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market for garment fit evaluation [4]. These 3D virtual try-on software systems follow 

similar principles, i.e. showing virtual garment static and dynamic performance from 

identified human morphological and fabric properties and their interactions. Defining 

this performance involves the use of complex mechanical and geometric modeling 

and simulation techniques, such as finite elements [5]. The software, normally include 

four main modules [4]: 1) a 3D parametric mannequin module, 2) a fabric properties 

module, and 3) a virtual pattern sewing module. To model the human body rapidly, 

the 3D parametric mannequin module is used to construct a personalized 3D human 

model from measurement of a 3D body scanner or a measuring tape, related to a 

specific customer. Several key body dimensions, such as height, waist circumference, 

and hip circumference [6], control the parametric mannequin’s dimensions. By 

adjusting key body dimensions, the 3D parametric mannequin module can create 

various body shapes and dimensions rapidly and automatically, meeting customers’ 

body shapes and dimensions. Then, the fabric properties module, usually based on a 

mechanical model, will permit the simulation of different perceived properties 

(draping, texture, elasticity, bending, etc.) of a virtual fabric through adjustable fabric 

technical parameters. Finally, the virtual pattern-sewing module assembles the 

predefined garment patterns on the specific 3D human body and sews the patterns 

together, taking into account the performance of the simulated fabric. The 

combination of these three modules constitutes a virtual try-on system, permitting the 

simulation of the real garment making process. In a virtual 3D try-on process, 

consumers and designers can visualize the static and dynamic performance of the 

selected fabrics and garment fit effects in terms of comfort, expressed by simulated 

pressures between the human body and fabrics, and fashion styles. 

Through virtual try-on, consumers can easily decide whether they like a garment 

style or not. However, these virtual try-on applications, are strongly dependent on 

mathematical models used in the software [5], and cannot give full accurate garment 

fit evaluation. Moreover, for real try-on, the wearer can feel whether a garment fits; 

unlike, with virtual try-on [7]. The issue of garment fit evaluation is a research hotspot 

and a great challenge [8]. In practice, no matter how beautiful a garment is, and how 

excellent the fabric’s properties are, a customer will not select it if it is unfit [8]. 

Garment fit is a major factor affecting customers’ purchasing decisions [9, 10]. For 

garment e-shopping, consumers cannot physically try on garments; therefore, 

estimating the garment fit without real try-on is still an issue for researchers.  

 Lately, there are mainly two methods to evaluate garment fit through virtual try-on. 

One approach is that the visual evaluation is carried out on a 3D garment by expert 

fashion designers [11-13]. Obviously, this subjective visual evaluation is neither 

accurate nor convincing. The other approach is to measure the ease allowances, which 

is the dimensional difference between human body and garment in the girth direction 

[14]. Then, expert fashion designers analyze these measured ease allowances based on 

their own empirical knowledge to evaluate garment fit. However, the ease allowance 

can reflect the fitting feeling when neither it is less or equal to zero (tight garment 
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style) nor does it take into account fabric properties. With the same value of ease 

allowance, the fitting effects could be different if the fabrics are different. Evidently, 

ease allowance only is not enough for characterizing the fitting effects of a garment 

try-on. Moreover, these two approaches to garment fit need empirical knowledge. 

Often, the predicted results are entirely dependent on the subjectivity of designers, 

such as experience and personal preference, which erodes their accuracy. Therefore, 

people without fashion design knowledge cannot easily use the traditional fit 

evaluation methods of virtual garments. For shopping online, there are thousands of 

garments purchased in a short time. If every garment fit is evaluated using traditional 

methods, the work is so enormous. Therefore, it is necessary to find a method that can 

evaluate garment fit automatically, rapidly and accurately. In this context, we 

proposed a machine learning-based model to evaluate garment fit. The input item of 

the proposed model is an indicator reflecting the garment fit condition, whose output 

is fit or unfit. Compared to traditional garment fit evaluation methods, the greatest 

advantage of our proposed method is that it can predict garment fit rapidly and 

automatically, without any real try-on and designers’ involvement. 

Modeling by learning from experimental data has been widely used in the clothing 

industry [15, 16], including evaluation of garment and fabric products [12, 17-19], 

evaluation of wear comfort [20], garment CAD systems [21-24], clothing 

manufacturing [25-30]; clothing retailing [31-36], and apparel supply chain 

management [37, 38]. However, few studies have focused on fit evaluation of virtual 

try-on using machine learning. In order to increase the accuracy of fit evaluation using 

3D virtual body shapes and virtual garments, we introduce a data machine 

learning-based model. This method requires inputting an indicator that can reflect 

garment fit and returning an output as the predicted result of garment fit. In the 

preceding sections, we have discussed and indicated that the ease allowance between 

a garment and the human body is not a good indicator of reflecting garment fit. We, 

therefore, opted to find a more suitable indicator. The influence of fabric properties 

can be measured using the digital clothing pressures, distributed over the human body 

of the wearer and provided by a 3D garment CAD software like CLO 3D [39-41]. It is 

for this reason that, in our study, we selected digital clothing pressures as a key 

indicator for remote garment fit prediction. In practice, the digital pressure-based 

method will be more efficient for fit evaluation than ease allowance-based methods, 

which are more adapted to loose garments.  

 Bayes classifiers have been applied successfully in a wide variety of domains [42]. 

Their representations are quite intuitive and easy to understand [43]. The advantages 

of Naive Bayes are: 1) A Naive Bayes model has a solid mathematical foundation, as 

well as the stability of the classification efficiency. 2) The number of estimated 

parameters for modeling with Naive Bayes is relatively fewer, the model is less 

sensitive to missing data, and the algorithm is relatively simpler. 3) A Naive Bayes 

model has very high classification accuracy in many practical cases. Due to these 

advantages, Naive Bayes is applied to model the relationship between digital clothing 
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pressures and garment fit level. The inputs of the proposed model are digital clothing 

pressures on different body parts, while the output is the fit evaluation result (fit or 

unfit). By learning from a number of experimental data measured on a number of 

samples, we set up the model, capable of quickly estimating the fit for a new garment 

without any real try-on. Our proposed model can be used to help consumers in 

realizing online efficient garment shopping.  

The following sections are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the general 

scheme and data formalization. Sections 3 presents the collection of input and output 

learning data respectively. Section 4 expounds the construction of garment fit 

prediction model. In Section 5, we evaluate the accuracy of the proposed model and 

give a practical application of the proposed model. In Section 6, we discuss the 

application prospect, limitation, etc. Finally, we present some conclusions and 

possible further works in section 7. 

2. General principle and formalization 

2.1 General principle 

 

Fig. 1 General scheme of MLBGFET. 

The general scheme of the mentioned garment fit evaluation model is described in 

Fig. 1.  

First, Experiment I is aimed at collecting the output learning data. Nine subjects try 

on 72 pairs of pants respectively. They divide all the pants into fit pants and unfit 

pants.  
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Second, Experiment II is aimed at collecting the input learning data. We measured 

digital clothing pressures of the 72 pairs of pants respectively by virtual try-on 

technology. 

Next, garment fit evaluation model based on Naive Bayes and Support Vector 

Machines (SVMs) is trained by the input and output learning data.  

Finally, the proposed model predicts garment fit without any real try-on after 

learning from the collected data. 

2.2 Formalization of the concepts and data 

Input
Output

Garment fit prediction model

Garment fit level 

FL∈(0, 1)

Machine learning-based garment fit 

evaluation models

Clothing pressure p1
new

Clothing pressure P2
new

.

.

.

Clothing pressure Pk
new

 

Fig. 2 Modeling the relation between digital clothing pressures and garment fit 

As shown in Fig. 2, we built a machine learning-based garment fit evaluation model, 

the input of which are digital clothing pressures and the output of which is garment fit 

level. The data and concepts involved in this study are formalized as follows: 

Let    be the fit level of a garment, i.e.  -fit,  -unfit. 

Let   *          + be a set of   real garments used in our study.  

Let    (  
      

 
     

 ) be a vector of digital clothing pressures obtained 

during the virtual try-on of the garment    where   
 
 is the pressure on the key 

position j of the garment    (we suppose that there exist k key positions on the whole 

garment surface). In a general case, the vector of digital pressures 

     (    
        

 
       

 ) of a new garment  , is taken as input variables of 

the model. 

3. Learning data acquisition  

3.1 Preparation work for experiments 

We design Experiments   and     to collect data. Experiment   aims to acquire 

output learning data on garment fit by using real try-on; Experiment    aims to 

acquire input learning data on digital clothing pressures by using virtual try-on. 

Anthropometric equipment, software, subjects, garments, fabrics, etc. involved in 

Experiment   and    are expounded below respectively. 

Anthropometric equipment: The Vitus Smart 3D body scanner is applied to collect 

human body dimensions for virtual try-on. This device captures body measurements 
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with         level of accuracy, in accordance with the international standard DIN 

EN ISO 20685. 

Software: The software CLO 3D is applied to measure digital clothing pressures. 

This software permits to create virtual, close-to-life garment visualization with 

cutting-edge simulation technologies. Virtual fabrics available in CLO 3D are based 

on actual fabrics commonly used in the industry and they currently have a 95% 

accuracy rate [44]. 

Subjects: Nine female subjects with representative body shapes are selected for 

performing real try-on and body dimension measurement. According to China 

National Standard (GBT 1335.2-2008), their body dimensions (155/60A, 155/62A, 

160/64A, 160/66A, 160/68A, 165/70A, 165/72A, 170/74A and 170/76A) can account 

for the total female population of China [45]. The corresponding 3D virtual body 

models used for virtual try-on are shown in Fig. 3. (Note: In China, female body 

shapes are classified in four categories (Y, A, B, C) according to the difference of 

bust-waist. The body shape belongs to the type Y if this value is located in the range 

of 19-24 cm, the type A for the range of 14-18 cm, the type B for the range of 9-13 

cm, and the type C for the range of 4-8 cm. 155/60A means that the body type is A, 

the stature 155 cm and the waist 71 cm).  

 

Fig. 3 Nine virtual bodies used for virtual try-on generated based on the nine subjects. 

Garments: 72 pairs of straight pants, which cover most of pants’ sizes, are involved 

in the real try-on experiments for data collection (Table 1). We select the pant type to 

test our proposed method because that they are the most challenging clothing item for 

a good fit [2]. If the proposed model predicts pants’ fit accurately, this method could 

be also available for other styles.  

Table 1   

Waist girths, hip girths of 72 pairs of pants used in the experiments (unit: cm) 

60.0/75.5 62.5/ 78.0  65.0/80.5  67.5/83.0  70.0/85.5  72.5/88.0  75.0/90.5  77.5/93.0  80.0/95.5  

60.0/78.0  62.5/ 80.5  65.0/83.0  67.5/85.5  70.0/88.0  72.5/90.5  75.0/93.0  77.5/95.5  80.0/98.0  
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60.0/80.5  62.5/ 83.0  65.0/85.5  67.5/88.0  70.0/90.5  72.5/93.0  75.0/95.5  77.5/98.0  80.0/100.5  

60.0/83.0  62.5/ 85.5  65.0/88.0  67.5/90.5  70.0/93.0  72.5/95.5  75.0/98.0  77.5/100.5  80.0/103.0  

60.0/85.5  62.5/ 88.0  65.0/90.5  67.5/93.0  70.0/95.5  72.5/98.0  75.0/100.5  77.5/103.0 80.0/105.5  

60.0/88.0  62.5/ 90.5  65.0/93.0  67.5/95.5  70.0/98.0  72.5/100.5  75.0/103.0  77.5/105.5  80.0/108.0  

60.0/90.5 62.5/ 93.0  65.0/95.5  67.5/98.0  70.0/100.5  72.5/103.0  75.0/105.5  77.5/108.0  80.0/110.5  

60.0/93.0 62.5/ 95.5 65.0/98.0  67.5/100.5  70.0/103.0  72.5/105.5  75.0/108.0  77.5/110.5  80.0/113.0  

Note: 60/67.5 means that the garment’s waist girth is 60 cm, whose hip girth is 75.5 cm; 60/78.0 means that the 

garment’s waist girth is 60 cm, whose hip girth is 78.0 cm; and so on. 

Fabric: Fabric physical properties influence digital clothing pressures significantly. 

Therefore, they should be considered in the virtual try-on experiment. However, these 

fabric properties, as well as garment styles, have already been taken into account in 

the digital clothing pressures measured in the 3D garment CAD environment. 

Therefore, we do not need to specially study the effects of fabric properties on 

garment fit. In Experiment II, we just selected a frequently used jeans fabric with the 

mechanical properties shown in Table 2 for making different garments of virtual 

try-on.  

Table 2    

Values of the fabric mechanical properties 

Abbr.                                         

Value 30 30 50 50 32 32 35 35 23 35 1 3 

Note:     is buckling stiffness-weft;     is buckling stiffness-warp;     is buckling ratio-weft;     is 

buckling ratio-warp;    is stretch-weft;    is stretch-warp;    is bending-weft;    is bending-warp;    is 

shear;    is density;    is internal damping;    is friction coefficient. The fabric mechanical properties are 

relative values in the range [1-99], defined by the software. 

Garment fit level: In this research, we classify all garment fit values into two levels 

fit or unfit. These fit levels are used in both real and virtual garment try-on. 

Try on condition: Before each real try-on evaluation, each subject wears a piece of 

underwear that is thin and neither tight nor loose. The try-on experiment is carried out 

indoor under a temperature of 18-20 °C。 

3.2 Experiment I: Acquisition of the data on garment fit 

Fit level

0-unfit, 1-fit

 Fit level = 0 

garments

Real garments

(72 pairs of pants)

sit stand squat walk run  Fit level = 1 

garments

 
Fig. 4 Garment fit data collection by real try on (Output learning data). 
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Table 3   

Size distribution of 72 pairs of pants selected by the nine subjects 

155/60A 155/62A 160/64A 160/66A 160/68A 165/70A 165/72A 170/74A 170/76A 

60.0/78.0  62.5/ 78.0 60.0/75.5 60.0/80.5 60/83.0  67.5/95.5  70.0/85.5 72.5/105.5 72.5/93.0 

60.0/88.0  62.5/ 83.0 60.0/85.5 65.0/80.5 62.5/ 85.5 70.0/93.0 70.0/100.5 75.0/90.5 77.5/100.5  

62.5/ 80.5 60.0/90.5  62.5/ 90.5 67.5/85.5  65.0/98.0  72.5/95.5  72.5/88.0  75.0/103.0  77.5/105.5 

62.5/ 88.0 60.0/93.0  62.5/ 95.5 70.0/95.5  65.0/93.0 72.5/98.0  72.5/90.5  75.0/105.5  77.5/110.5 

62.5/ 93.0 65.0/88.0 65.0/90.5 70.0/98.0  67.5/83.0 75.0/95.5  75.0/108.0  77.5/93.0  80.0/105.5  

65.0/83.0 67.5/90.5 65.0/85.5 72.5/100.5 67.5/100.5 75.0/98.0  77.5/103.0 77.5/95.5  80.0/108.0  

65.0/95.5 67.5/98.0 67.5/93.0 75.0/93.0 70.0/88.0  77.5/98.0 80.0/95.5  80.0/100.5  80.0/110.5  

67.5/88.0 70.0/103.0 72.5/103.0  75.0/100.5 70.0/90.5  77.5/108.0 80.0/98.0  80.0/103.0  80.0/113.0  

Note: each column represents eight pairs of pants selected by one subject.  

Table 4   

Garment fitness data collected by real try-on (output learning data) 

FL 
Fit pants Unfit pants 

1 1  1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Sample No. 1 2 3   23 24 25 26   72 

 

Experiment I is designed to evaluate garment fit levels using the real try-on. 72 

pairs of pants are made according to the sizes in Table 1. The experiment procedure is 

shown in Fig. 4. Nine selected female subjects with different body shapes (Fig. 3) 

participate in the garment fit evaluation procedure. The details are given below. 

Step 1: Each of the nine subjects selects eight pants from the 72 pairs of real pants 

according to her personal preference, like what she usually does in a garment shop. 

One pair of pants is selected by only one subject. The selected results are shown in 

Table 3. 

Step 2: Each subject realizes her try-on with the selected pants by performing a 

number of gestures: sitting down, standing, squatting, running and walking (See Fig. 

4). After that, she gives an overall fit level of the evaluated pants using one of the two 

scores (fit or unfit).  

Finally, the nine subjects evaluate the fit levels of all the 72 pairs of pants. 

According to these evaluation results, the 72 pairs of pants are classified into the set 

of fit pants (23 pairs) and the set of unfit pants (49 pairs) (see Table 4). The data will 

be taken as input learning data to build the proposed models. 
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3.3 Experiment II: Acquisition of the data on digital clothing pressures 

 
Fig. 5 Digital clothing pressure measurement by virtual try-on (Input learning data). 

We design Experiment II to measure the digital clothing pressures at the key 

positions of the garment surface using the CLO 3D software (Fig. 5). The concrete 

scheme of Experiment II is described as follows. 

Step 1: We built nine 3D human models whose body dimensions are equal to those 

of the nine subjects (see Fig. 3). 

Step 2: We determine key positions   ,   , …,     and   ,   , …,     of 

each pair of pants, which are uniformly distributed on the front piece pattern and on 

the back piece pattern respectively (Fig. 5(a)). As the parts below knee have little 

effect on clothing fit, we do not define any key positions on them. 

Step 3: According to Table 3, we make virtual try-on with the patterns of the 72 

pairs of pants on the 3D human models corresponding to the body dimensions of nine 

subjects previously selected (Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 3). 

Step 4: We measure the digital clothing pressures of each pair of pants on 

predefined 20 key positions of each garment during its virtual try-on (Fig. 5 (c)).  

The digital clothing pressure data of the 72 pairs of pants are shown in Table 5. The 

corresponding data (input data) will be combined with the data of garment fit 

evaluation, collected in Section 5.2.2 (output data), for building the fit prediction 

models in Fig. 2.  

Table 5  

Digital clothing pressures data collected by virtual try-on (input learning data) 

Sample No. 
Digital clothing pressures (unit:    ). 

                                

1 6.92 9.57 12.34 3.22 4.35 5.66 7.82 4.35 3.19   1.67 

2 6.58 8.98 14.74 3.12 6.03 6.35 7.39 5.41 2.64   1.15 

3 7.58 9.12 8.12 1.78 5.37 7.30 13.33 4.95 1.69   0.47 
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4 10.62 13.12 12.80 3.02 5.95 5.23 9.76 5.39 3.68   1.15 

5 

 

 

10.01 4.65 13.47 3.08 5.54 8.68 10.87 5.06 3.65   0.33 

6 9.27 11.53 12.31 3.29 6.10 7.23 7.92 5.46 2.59   0.21 

7 5.05 7.05 14.47 2.83 4.77 5.86 10.32 4.44 2.37   0.94 

8 13.31 11.80 30.57 2.43 4.23 8.86 23.15 4.37 1.24   0.50 

9 4.83 8.92 10.85 2.38 4.11 6.19 11.18 4.72 2.67   1.02 

                       

72 8.00 30.81 36.80 36.99 20.15 25.20 18.77 58.13 15.70   15.13 

Note: The numbers of the samples are the same as those of Table 4;   ,   ,…,    refer to the key positions of 

the digital clothing pressures, see Fig. 5 (a).  

4. Modeling the relation between clothing pressures and garment fit level 

 

Fig. 6 Modeling with Naive Bayes.  

As an effective tool for modeling with data learning, the Naive Bayes classifier is 

used in our approach for constructing the garment fit evaluation model. We present 

the specific modeling procedure in Fig. 6. It is composed of the following five steps： 

Step 1: Determining the characteristics of attributes. 

In the procedure of modeling, the digital clothing pressures measures on the   

predefined key positions on the garment are taken as the characteristics attributes of 

the model. According to the general principle of Naive Bayes, we suppose that these 

  characteristics attributes are independent each other and all respect normal 

distributions.  

Step 2: Acquiring training samples. 
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Two experiments I and II are carried out to collect training data by real and virtual 

try-on. The input and output training data are digital clothing pressures and garment 

fit levels respectively. 

Step 3: Computing the prior probabilities of each category. 

We have two levels of garment fit (categories). Thus, the prior probability of each 

category   (  *   +) can be: 

 (   )  
                                                             

                                   
 

Step 4: Computing the conditional probability of the new sample     . 

 (         )  ∏ (    
 
     )

 

   

(  *   +) 

 (         )  
 (    ) (         )

∑  (    ) (         )
 
   

(  *   +) 

Step 5: Predicting with Naive Bayes classifier.  

The classification rule of the Naive Bayes classifier is given below. 

If  (         )     
        

* (         )+ (  *   +), then the new sample 

     corresponds to the fit level  . 

5. Model validation 

Table 6  

Prediction accuracies calculated by the K-fold cross validation (k = 10) 

Algorithms 
Prediction accuracy 

Digital clothing Pressures Ease allowance 

Naive Bayes 93.1% 76.4% 

SVMs 84.7% 77.8% 

 

In this section, we compare the performances of the proposed model. The input and 

output data for setting up the model are found in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively. As 

the number of learning data is very limited in this research, which may cause ‘‘over 

fitting’’ problem, leading to a very unstable performance of the model output, we 

apply K-fold cross validation approach to calculate the prediction accuracies of the 

proposed model. To compare with other machine learning algorithms, we also 

calculate the prediction accuracies of the SVMs-based and ease allowance-based 

garment fit evaluation models. According to the defination of ease allowance, the 

waist’s ease allowace equals to garment’s waist girth minus human body’s wiast girth ; 

the hip’s ease allowace equals to garment’s hip girth minus human body’s hip girth.  

As shown in Table 6, the prediction accuracy of Naive Bayes model (93.1%) is 

better than that of SVMs model (84.7%) with selected digital clothing pressure as a fit 

evaluation index. The prediction accuracy of Naive Bayes model (76.4%) is slightly 
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worse than that of SVMs model (77.8%) with selected ease allowance as a fit 

evaluation index. 

6. Discussion 

6.1 Influence of the difference between real and digital pressures on the prediction 

results 

In the introduction, we have pointed out that the ease allowance between a garment 

and the human body is not a good indicator of reflecting garment fit. Therefore, we 

opted to find a more suitable indicator. The influence of fabric properties can be 

measured using the digital clothing pressures distributed on the garment surface 

covering the human body of the wearer. These digital clothing pressures are easily 

measured in a garment CAD software environment like CLO 3D. Our previous 

research shows that the digital clothing pressures can reflect garment wear comfort 

accurately [39]. It is for this reason that we select the digital clothing pressures as a 

key indicator for performing remote garment fit prediction without real try-on. The 

test result indicates the digital pressure-based methods are more efficient in fit 

evaluation than the ease allowance-based methods, which can be adapted to loose 

garments only instead of tight ones. 

The proposed models enable to set up accurate and quantitative relations between 

digital clothing pressure data measured during a virtual try-on and garment fit data 

evaluated during a real try-on. For a new garment with an unknown fit level, we can 

measure its digital clothing pressures and then apply a previously proposed model for 

predicting its fit according to the measured digital clothing pressures. These models 

are significant and can accurately reflect comfort feeling of garments with different 

fabric mechanical properties because the digital and real clothing pressures not only 

have the same variation trends (i.e., the digital clothing pressure at a position is high 

when a subject feels tight at the same position, and vice versa.) [5, 39, 40, 46-48], but 

also are rather close each other in a certain range. As the learning and prediction of 

the proposed model are both based on digital clothing pressures and do not deal with 

any real clothing pressures, we do not need to precisely identify real clothing 

pressures. Even if there are some differences between digital and real clothing 

pressures, the prediction accuracies of the proposed models are not affected. 
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6.2 Application prospect 

 
Fig. 7 Process 4: Remote garment fit prediction for online shopping. 

 

Fig. 8 3D human model adjustment and virtual try-on. 

With increasing online sales, the fit of garments has serious implications for a 

fashion retailer because ill-fitting garments are directly related to product return rates 

[49, 50]. The evaluation of garment fit without the physical participation of customers 

and designers is very useful for online clothing shoppers. In this context, we introduce 

an application based on the proposed method to predict garment fit in an e-shopping 

environment (Fig. 7). 

For a specific customer, a parametric human model is used to be adapted or 

adjusted to the real dimensions of the concerned human body (Fig. 8 (a) and (b)). 

Next, we search for the garment patterns from the database of the company according 

to the previous body dimensions (Fig. 8 (c)). Next, a number of red points will be 

marked on the selected patterns in order to measure the clothing pressures at these key 
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positions (Fig. 8 (d)). Then, garment patterns are assembled on the adjusted digital 

human model (Fig. 8 (e)). Next, the assembled patterns are seamed together to form a 

3D virtual garment (Fig. 8 (f)). Finally, digital clothing pressures are measured on the 

predefined key positions (Fig. 8 (g)).  

Having performed the previous operations, the collected digital clothing pressures 

are introduced to the garment fit evaluation model (see the red wireframe in Fig. 7) 

for predicting the garment fit automatically. If the predicted result meets the 

customer’s requirement, we recommend the concerned customer to buy the garment. 

Otherwise, she/he will be invited to try another one with a different size or style. This 

procedure repeats until the satisfaction of the result. 

6.3 Limitation and future research 

The limitations and future research are summarized, as follows:  

1) In order to get reliable data to train the proposed method, garments with different 

sizes and styles need to be made firstly. As garment patterns are the business secret 

for fashion companies, we needed to make garment patterns and real garments by 

ourselves. Due to this reason, we only collected a small dataset with 72 samples to 

train the proposed model. Thus, further research can be combined with a specific 

garment company to train the proposed model using their existing clothing. As 

garment patterns are the business secret, our proposed approach might be only 

suitable for companies do both production and sale of garments by themselves. 

2) The two fit levels (fit and unfit) are too simplified. For example, during the real 

try-on, we only evaluate the overall fit level for all the gestures and all the positions. 

In fact, more accurate results can be obtained if we propose to evaluate a series of 

local fit levels (hip fit level, waist fit level, etc.) each corresponding to one body 

position of the wearer and then properly aggregate them for generating an overall fit 

level. In this situation, all local discomfort feeling can also be considered in the fit 

prediction models in the further research. 

3) Digital clothing pressure is selected as the index of garment fit evaluation. 

However, it is possible that some parts of a loose garment are not in contact with the 

human body and the corresponding clothing pressures could be near zero. In further 

research, ease allowance and clothing pressure can be combined together for 

evaluating garment fit in a complementary way.  

4) The used digital clothing pressures are static values measured at different key 

positions related to a given gesture. The dynamic aspect, i.e. the clothing pressures 

varying with time during a movement is not considered. We need to apply time series 

analysis to study these clothing pressures and form new input variables of the fit 

evaluation model in further research.  
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7. Conclusion 

In this research, we proposed a machine-learning-based model to predict garment 

fit. The results indicate that: 1) digital clothing pressure is a better garment evaluation 

index than ease allowance; 2) Naive Bayes is a good classifier and not inferior to 

other classifiers in the field of garment fit evaluation, and even better than SVMs in 

some cases. Compared with the traditional garment fit evaluation methods, the 

proposed approach has a number of advantages: 1) continuous improvement of the 

model’s performance with new learning data, 2) independence of any real try-on, 3) 

removal of human involvement. Due to the dataset is very small in this research; the 

approach might not be easy to use in a real-life scenario. More data should be 

collected in the future practical applications. 
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